Cyber Security
Data Protection & Privacy
A real threat for businesses of all sizes

John Magnifico
CEO of Solved (Fiji) Pte Limited
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Through The Years
A Brief Overview of My Experience
1995

Telecommunications
Transformation
Digitisation of the
Australian Telephone
network.

1998

2000

Operational
Transformation
Transformation of
Telecommunications
to support the growth
of the Internet.

Speech Recognition
Automation
Automated 1,000,000
calls each day.
Displaced 5,000
contact centre staff.

2004

2007

Call Centre Transformation

2014

CTI technology and advance
routing for home based and
offshore Agents. Applications
of Big Data and Analytics.

RFID and Advanced
Visualisation
Expertise with
Business Intelligence
and what was later to
be called IoT.

2010

Cyber Security Transformation
Digital Identity applications for
Security. Application of Robotics
Process Automation (RPA)
AI, Machine Learning.

Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation of Fiji

Digital Identity solutions for
Gov’t and Business – Digital
First, Omni channel,
connected experiences.

Established Pacific based
operations in Fiji. Assist in the
Digital Transformation of Fiji
placing People before Profits.

2017

Solved Fiji
Why I Came To Fiji
• Core purpose to focus on helping Fiji to digitally transform Fiji
• As part of the company’s feasibility study and due diligence process, the executive team met with over
100 stakeholders from Government Ministers and officials, Board members and corporate executives,
NGO's, tradespeople, small businesses right to the grassroots communities and villages, over the past 2
years
• As a result of this consultative process, Solved Fiji is building capacity in the ICT sector, with core
capabilities in:
• Digital Transformation through Digital Identity
• Cyber Security

• Privacy and Data Governance
• Digital Agriculture, Advanced Monitoring & Analytics
• Irrigation and Water Technologies

People Before Profits
Shared Value and a Sense of Purpose

Laurence Fink, the founder and chief
executive of the global investment
firm, BlackRock
“A Sense of Purpose”
“Companies must benefit all of their
stakeholders, including shareholders,
employees, customers, and the
communities in which they operate.”

Everyone has a WHY. Your WHY is the
purpose, cause or belief that inspires you.
Over 6 years ago, Harvard’s Michael Porter and FSG’s
Mark Kramer made the bold statement that shared
value — the idea that the purpose of a company is
to achieve both shareholder profit and social
purpose — would “reinvent capitalism.” They
encouraged companies to go beyond CSR (corporate
social responsibility) and integrate social impact into
companies’ competitive strategy.

Source: https://techcrunch.com/2018/03/25/a-6-trillion-wake-up-call-for-the-tech-industry/

Key Clients
Snapshot of Clients in Multiple Industries
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What is Cyber Security
Definition, Conversation and Opportunity

DEFINITION

CONFIDENTIALITY

INTEGRITY

AVAILABILITY

Conversation

■ A business conversation focused on the information
assets and systems that are valuable to your
organisation, the threats to these assets and mechanisms
to manage the risk.

Strategies to protect the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of critical IT systems, assets and
data by developing ways to prevent, detect and
manage the impacts of unintended or
unauthorised physical and/or virtual access

Opportunity

■ An opportunity to gain a competitive advantage
■ Additional services to clients

Four Key Cyber Threats
Who are the Threat Actors
ORGANISED CRIME

STATE-SPONSORED

MOTIVATION: FINANCIAL ADVANTAGE
IMPACT TO BUSINESS: THEFT OF INFORMATION

MOTIVATION: POLITICAL ADVANTAGE, ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE, MILITARY
ADVANTAGE
IMPACT TO BUSINESS: DISRUPTION OR DESTRUCTION, THEFT OF
INFORMATION, REPUTATIONAL LOSS

THE INSIDER

HACKTIVISM

MOTIVATION: GRUDGE, FINANCIAL GAIN
IMPACT TO BUSINESS: DISTRIBUTION OR DESTRUCTION, THEFT OF INFORMATION,
REPUTATION LOSS

MOTIVATION: SHIFTING ALLEGIANCES – DYNAMIC, UNPREDICTABLE
IMPACT TO BUSINESS: PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION, REPUTATION LOSS

GLOBAL, DIFFICULT TO TRACE AND PROSECUTE

INTENTIONAL OR UNINTENTIONAL?

ESPIONAGE AND SABOTAGE

HACKING INSPIRED BY IDEOLOGY
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The World is Taking Notice
A Bigger Issue Than Most People Think

According to Forbes magazine

the global cost of cybercrime

will reach $2 trillion by 2019.

The World is Taking Notice
A Bigger Issue Than Most People Think

Warren Buffett “I don't know that much about cyber

but I do think that's the

number one problem with mankind."

The World is Taking Notice
A Bigger Issue Than Most People Think

Ginni Rometty, IBM President & CEO, describes cybercrime as

“the greatest threat to

every profession,
every industry,
every company
in the world.”

The World is Taking Notice
A Bigger Issue Than Most People Think
The National Computer Security Survey, conducted by the U.S.
Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics, found

approximately 68% of cyber theft victims will incur losses of

$10,000 or more, and victims of cyber attacks
will experience downtime of 24 hours or more.

Any downtime or breach of client data could critically affect your business and that of your
clients. Proactively taking measures to prevent cybercrimes is a business necessity.

Australia’s Largest Bank
Massive Consequences
Commonwealth Bank hit
with $1b capital charge
after scathing APRA report
Breached money laundering reporting obligations by failing to
prevent potential money laundering and terrorism financing.

A high proportion of its processes to manage cyber and
technology rated "marginal or unsatisfactory".

Case Studies
What Can Go Wrong?
Malicious Employee

Access to Confidential Data

Access to infrastructure

Australia - Bureau of Meteorology [2018]
Two BoM staff allegedly used the organisation’s
powerful super computers to mine cryptocurrency,
as mining is a very electricity-intensive task. These
employees are now under investigation by Federal
police for misappropriation of governmental
resources.

Australia - Bureau of Meteorology [2015]
ASD identified evidence of searching and copying an
unknown quantity of documents external to BoM,
and a compromise of other Australian government
networks. The attackers used a number of
mechanisms such as malware (RAT), a password
dumping utility, and cryptolocker, amongst other
things. ACSC attributed this compromise to a foreign
intelligence service.

USA – Flood Control [2013]
The small Bowman Avenue Dam, near New York
City, is used for flood control rather than power
generation. Hackers gained partial access to the
dam’s systems using standard malware, highlighting
the vulnerability of all infrastructures.

High Profile Employees may be Targets

Internet of Things (IoT)

Access to IT network

USA - Colin Powell/Salesforce [2016]
An urgent email masquerading as a Google email
prompted Colin Powell to change his password,
giving hackers access to his private email. Hackers
stole information related to Powell’s role as a board
member of Salesforce.

City of Atlanta – Extortion [2018]
Cyber extortionists successfully crippled several
critical systems across the city including traffic fine
processing systems and police databases. Hefty
sums were demanded from the city, failing which
further repercussions were threatened.

Australia – Department of Resources and Energy
[2015]
Hackers attacked the Maitland office of the
Department of Resources and Energy in New South
Wales. The hackers may have been interested in the
department’s current projects, or may have viewed
it as a weak link to access more highly classified
government information.

With the introduction of IoT in a number of cities,
(smart waste bins), cities can be held for ransom in
the future.

A Company Perspective
The Numbers Don’t Lie
90%

42%

of breaches are discovered by
external parties1

of CEO respondents said that they
feel adequately prepared for a
cyber event2

CYBER SECURITY
What risks are Board’s and
CEO’s concerned about (top
five)2?
Operational Risk
Emerging Technology Risk
Reputational/brand Risk

78%

of Australian respondents
reported a cyber security
professional skill-shortage in
Australia3

Strategic Risk
Cyber Security Risk

63%

of breaches caused by weak,
default, or stolen passwords
1

Source: Verizon 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report
Source: KPMG 2017 Global CEO Outlook
3 AISA (2016) The Australian Cyber Security Skills Shortage Study
2

A Consumers Perspective
The Numbers Are Shocking
It is estimated that in first half of 2018
alone, about 4.5 billion records were
exposed as a result of data breaches.2

Vigilante.pw lists over 2,100 websites
which have had their databases
breached, containing over 2 billion
user entries in total. 3

1

Source: Wikipedia
2
3

Source: Gemalto", The Citizen, October 17, 2018
Source: Vigilante.pw

Cyber Trend
Industries Affected

CYBER SECURITY

Source: KPMG 2017 Technology Risk Radar 3rd Edition

Cyber Trends
Impacts and Causes
Impacts
• Little over half of IT incidents were security related
• About 36% affected availability or performance of key IT service
• Only 9% had IT not behaving as expected or not meeting customer needs
• Most of these incidents were due to failure of internal controls

Causes
• Over half (60%) of total incidents were caused by specific attacks (hacking,
unauthorised access, malware, phishing and website defacement)
• Around 35% of incidents were caused due to software and network glitches,
and could be “avoided”.
• Remaining 10% are attributed to quality issues such as ineffective program
rollout.

CYBER SECURITY

Source: KPMG 2017 Technology Risk Radar 3rd Edition

Market Insights
Public Sector

CYBER SECURITY
• Risk to manage and deliver unbroken
services using legacy systems results in
a lack of investment. The survey noted a
considerable number of availability
incidents.
• As the public sector continues to
increase outsourcing of its IT service
development and delivery, there is high
dependency and trust on the third party
suppliers to have good cyber controls.
• Poor reputation for delivering projects
on time, within budget and meeting
objectives.

With an increase in IoT devices e.g.
smart waste management, there are
more pathways into the organisation.

Source: KPMG 2017 Technology Risk Radar 3rd Edition

FIA Values
Cyber Security has a Critical Role to Play
Integrity

Professional
Behaviour

Objectivity

Professional
Competence
and Due Care

Confidentiality

Cyber Security Is Key
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FIA Values Confidentiality
Data Protection and Data Privacy is Required

CYBER SECURITY

Confidentiality
We will respect the confidentiality of information acquired as a result of professional and business
relationships and, therefore, not disclose any such information to third parties without proper and specific
authority, nor use the information for personal advantage or third parties.

Data Protection

Data Privacy

Securing data against
unauthorized access

Authorized access — who
has it and who defines it

Data Protection is essentially a technical issue
whereas Data Privacy is a legal one.

Global Perspective
Privacy and Personal Information
Privacy Amendment (Notifiable Data Breaches) Act 2017

CYBER SECURITY
Global Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR)

The primary purpose of the NDB scheme is
to ensure that any data breaches that could
cause harm to individuals are disclosed to
them.

The GDPR’s primary purpose is to protect
personal information of individuals where
business is supplied to them in European
Regions.

The secondary purpose of the NDB scheme is
to help improve compliance with privacy
obligations.

GDPR is applicable to businesses operating in
European regions, even if the information
located outside of Europe.

Preparation is key.
Avoiding a data breach becoming a NDB?
Assessing serious harm.

Being a target of a breach is not a crime, but how you respond could be.

Board Accountability
Active Due Diligence Required
• Investors, governments and regulators are increasingly challenging board members to actively demonstrate
diligence in this area.
• Regulators expect personal information to be protected and systems to be resilient to both accidents and
deliberate attacks

Potential impact and possible implications for Boards

£

Intellectual property losses including patented and
trademarked material, client lists and commercially
sensitive data

Reputational losses causing your market value to
decline; loss of goodwill and confidence by customers
and suppliers

Penalties, which may be legal or regulatory fines for
data privacy breaches and customer and contractual
compensation, for delays

Time, lost due to investigating the losses, keeping
shareholders advised and supporting regulatory
authorities (financial, fiscal and legal)

Property losses of stock or information leading to
delays or failure to deliver

Administrative resource to correct the impact such as
restoring client confidence, communications to
authorities, replacing property and restoring the
organisation business to its previous levels

Cyber Security

1

A Personal Issue
•

You hold a great deal of sensitive corporate data.

•

Your personal data, and that of your family,
represents an attractive target.

•

Your contact database, outlook contacts or phone
number list.

How you use technology
Who you are and the way you
use technology in your life
outside of work can bring risk
to:
• Yourself
• Your family
• Your Job, and
• Your accountability
Practice Examples include:
• Mobile
• Email, and
• Social Media

Theft

2

Access

•

Emails sent in your name get read and actioned.

•

When you say something on social media it has
impact.

•

Knowing where you are says a lot about what you are
doing.

3

Extortion

•

You have a personal life that you would like to keep
personal.

•

You have views on certain issues which you would
like to keep private.

CYBER SECURITY
What’s being stolen?
Personal Information
• Your personal information
• Personal contacts
• Account details – Passwords
• Bank details
• Details of trusted associates
• Third Parties
Business Critical Information
• Intellectual Property
• Financials
• Business Plans
• Merger & Acquisition
• Joint Venture
• Divestitures

Cyber Security
A Personal Issue
The Situation
An urgent email masquerading as a Google email contained a link and
prompted Colin Powell to change his password. The link gave hackers
access to all of his emails. Hackers then extracted the emails and the
archive was leaked online

The Impact
The breach detailed sensitive information, including information
related to Powell’s role as a board member of Salesforce.com and a
strategic adviser to a Venture Capital Firm. The emails also highlighted
correspondence with top investors, leading politicians, government
officials, and former military colleagues.

Consequences
• Phishing – Appropriate levels of cyber hygiene
• Reputational Risks
• Cyber Security Awareness and Training

CYBER SECURITY

Common Threat Vectors
How Security is Breached?
1

Malware

Malware includes cyber attack tools such as computer viruses that attackers use to penetrate your laptop or mobile
through compromised websites, USB drives and email.

2

Phishing

Phishing emails appear to come from a reliable source and attempt to persuade the victim to reveal sensitive information
or to click on a link that will download malware.

4

Man in the
Middle

Attackers position themselves in between the user and a legitimate wireless online site to collect passwords, account
details, and personal information.

5

Public
Networks

Public and open Wi-Fi hotspots such as those in hotels, restaurants or airports are inherently unsecure, even those that
require a password. Hackers are increasingly targeting luxury hotel Wi-Fi networks to access high net worth individuals

6

Key / Screen
Loggers

This is malware that monitors keyboard input in order to fraudulently gain access to passwords and other confidential
information.

7

Ransomware

Is a form of malware that locks an individual’s device or restricts access to user files until the ransom is paid and a
decryption key provided by the hackers

8

Mobile
Devices

Mobile devices are a key form of communication, store personal data, provide access to applications for business and
personal. Malware for mobile devices is increasing

Evolving Threat Vectors
How Security is Breached?
9

Trusted
Individuals /
Third
Parties

Internet

10 of Things
Mobile
11 Devices

12

Social
Media &
Engineering

Trusted individuals - Third Parties
As with enterprise security you are only as strong as your weakest link and PEOPLE ARE THE WEAKEST LINK.
The trusted third party may not have malicious intent; but they may be the unknowing pathway into your
network or personal data. Individuals and third parties could be an executive assistant or other employee, a
financial advisor, accountant, wealth manager, or anyone you deal with that may hold you data really anyone
with access to your systems, home, or assets.
Even though that third party is trusted you need to have confidence the cyber resilience of the parties . Threat
actors target such persons as they often have inadequate cyber security arrangements in place

Hackers are increasingly turning their attention to home networks, personal devices, smart cards and smart
buildings. Technology is everywhere in today’s household, wearables, building cars etc. IoT devices now serve
as another potential entry point by which an attacker can gain access to your network and data . While
companies are constantly investing to tighten their cyber security procedures the cyber security around most
home Wi-Fi networks and Smart Technology falls short.
Mobile devices are a key form of communication, store personal data, provide access to applications for
business and personal. Malware for mobile devices is increasing

Social engineering is the act of obtaining personal information (birth date, address, banking institution, or
travel plans) to aid in an attack against an individual. This threat actor manipulate individuals into giving up
personal information about themselves or mine publicly available information, such as data that is available
through social media profiles or online databases. High net worth individuals are often social engineering
targets because they offer a greater payout potential

Digital Identity
Key Data Protection and Privacy Enabler
“Digital identity“ is the sum of all digitally available information about an individual
Photo IDs
20th Century

Widespread adoption
of national IDs and
passports after
WWI/WWII. In 1985,
standardization of
passport requirements

Biometric IDs
Early 21st Century

Increased authentication
through biometrics (iris,
speech recognition)
installed on IDs starting the
2000s. Biometrics
becoming prevalent on
consumer devices (e.g.
Touch ID on iOS)

Digital IDs
2010 onward

Secure Digital IDs
2018 onward

Access to services with

Increased security

introduction of digital IDs,
allowing citizens to have a
unique identifier & access
government services online

through anchoring digital
IDs to the blockchain,
allowing people to own
their identity and the
sharing of data securely

Evolution of Identification (ID’s)

Digital identity
is now often
used in ways
that require
data about
persons stored
in computer
systems to be
linked to their
civil, or
national,
identities.
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Assess Your Cyber Maturity
Leverage Leading Information Security Frameworks
Security Standards

Information Assurance
Maturity Model
(IAMM)

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE

LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE

Regulatory and international certification
standards as relevant

Management demonstrating due diligence,
ownership, and effective management of
risk

OPERATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY

HUMAN FACTORS

The level of control measures
implemented to address
identified risks and minimise the
impact of compromise

Standards Based
Approach

The level and integration of a security
culture that empowers and ensures the
right people, skills, culture, and knowledge

INFORMATION RISK MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND
CRISIS MANAGEMENT

The approach to achieve comprehensive
and effective risk management of
information throughout the organization and
its delivery and supply partners

Preparations for a security event and ability to
prevent or minimise the impact through
successful crisis and stakeholder management

Maturity Model

Cyber Health Check
Advice to Businesses Large and Small

1

Cyber security is no longer an IT risk.

2

A defined cyber security risk appetite leads to better outcomes.

3

Training is crucial to set cyber security “tone from the top”.

4

Risk management remains a cornerstone of a cyber security defence.

5

Customer data responsibilities on the rise.

Source: ASX 100 Cyber Health Check Report 2017

Personal Cyber Health Check
What Should You Do?
Assume you
are a target

Home –
Have a
specialist
review and
secure home
network

Security education and
awareness training
Apply common sense,
social media training,
phishing exercises

Endpoint protection –
Encryption, VPN for
network connections, use
commercial product,
manually scan for viruses

Backup – ensure
all sensitive data is
regularly backed
up - Ransomware

Mobile – encryption,
strong password, mobile
device management, do
not use geo-location

Banking – require a second level
confirmation (oral, code) for major
transactions including money transfers,
request additional layers of security – multifactor authentication, set up a hard to identify
email address fro your financial accounts

Personal
vetting of
staff, trusted
parties

Passwords – Complex
passwords, using different
passwords across systems,
use a password manager

Email – use a commercial provider
(remember they are a third party).
Try to avoid sending sensitive data
via email, use encryption software,
strong passwords, delete any
messages once sent

Cloud – Drop Box, Google
Drive etc. Avoid uploading
medical, pictures, financial,
or otherwise sensitive
information to cloud-based
services.

Some Threats are in Our Hands
Take a Closer Look

…………………………………………………....

Social Media Risk
Questions of Being Risk Aware
Social Media Risks

Personal accounts
What personal social media accounts does
the individual have? What is their activity
history on those accounts?

Public Conversations
Have people discussed this
individual, or their associated
companies, on social media sites
and forums?

For both yourself, your colleague, employees, and business
partners, there are questions which help drive an
understanding of risk that social media brings.
These questions are tools for the organisation, board,
family member or friend.

Synthesize
What information is
relevant? Do the social
media behaviors form
any trends?
Account activity
What has the individual
done with these
accounts in terms of
engagement with other
users or on other
pages?

Online News
Has the individual appeared in
traditional news articles
online?

Report
Draw up a report to suit
the client’s needs, and
deliver

Digital Identity
Technology Can Make a Difference

CYBER SECURITY

Digital Identity
Technology Can Make a Difference
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Thank You
John Magnifico
Solved (Fiji) Pte Limited
+679 837 5953
john@solvedgroup.com

